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Introduction: The End of Privacy
There was of course no way of knowing whether you were being watched at any given moment. . . . It was even conceivable that they watched everybody all the time.
George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four 1 Soon after his appointment as US Secretary of State in 1929, Henry Stimson was shown several Japanese communications that had been intercepted and deciphered by the State Department's small, highly classifi ed Cipher Bureau, known informally as the Black Chamber. His immediate and violent reaction was that such subterfuge was 'highly unethical' and that the State Department could have nothing to do with it. The annual budget of $25,000 was effectively cut off, its six staff retrenched, and the Black Chamber was forced to close. Writing in his memoirs some years later, Stimson explained his fi rm belief that 'Gentlemen do not read each other's mail.'
2 Eighty years later, the National Security Agency (NSA) is the successor to the Black Chamber. Its staff now number more than 30,000, with a classifi ed budget estimated at well over ten billion dollars. Created soon after the Second World War, most Americans had never heard of it until the mid-1970s. (For decades its acronym was said to stand for 'No Such Agency'.) NSA activities were long the subject of hyperbolic speculation, but a few years after the end of the Cold War a comparatively sober report to the European Parliament noted that all e-mail, telephone, and fax communications on the continent were routinely intercepted.
3 Working with allies such as Britain and Australia, and with much of the world's Internet traffi c passing through US territory, the United States now enjoys a level of information superiority unprecedented in the history of espionage.
Spying on foreigners has long been regarded as an unseemly but necessary enterprise. The laws of war, for example, allow for the use of spies-but if those spies are captured they are not entitled to prisoner-of-war status and may be executed. International law tolerates intelligence activities and even, in areas such as arms control, protects it. Spying on one's own citizens in a democracy, by contrast, has historically been subject to various forms of domestic legal and political restraint. For most of the twentieth century these regimes were kept distinct organizationally and legally, with foreign and domestic intelligence pursued by separate agencies governed by different rules. The US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Britain's Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) operated abroad with few constraints; their domestic counterparts, the intelligence element of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Britain's Security Service (MI5) had more restrictions on their activities and cooperated to varying degrees with the regular police. Surveillance of agents of foreign powers was permissible; spying on citizens generally was not. There were, to be sure, violations of these principles-spectacularly culminating in Watergate and the resignation of President Nixon. Such scandals reinforced the view that foreign and domestic intelligence should and could be kept apart.
That position is no longer tenable. Three factors are driving the erosion of the distinction. First, and most obviously, many of the threats facing modern democracies do not respect national borders. It is important not to overstate the threat posed by terrorism: over the past four decades, the number of Americans killed by international terrorists was about the same as the number killed by lightning strikes or allergic reactions to peanuts.
4 Nevertheless, for the foreseeable future, the most signifi cant threat of violence on US or British soil will come from terrorists who do not have an obvious state sponsor that could be deterred or coerced: the targets of intelligence services will therefore be individuals rather than states. The second factor is the revolution in technology and communications. Linked to developments in transportation and the enmeshing of diverse economies described by the loose term 'globalization', the increased use of electronic communications has been matched by the development of ever more sophisticated tools of surveillance. It has also blurred the distinction between what is foreign and what is domestic. The idea that the NSA, for example, can intercept e-mails sent by foreigners but not by US citizens poses-apart from anything else-technical challenges: when a message is routed through strings of Internet service providers, it is not always clear what is 'foreign' and what is 'local'. In any case, there are frequent reports citing analysts within the NSA to the effect that restrictions are not rigorously enforced.
5
Thirdly, changes in culture are progressively reducing the sphere of activity that citizens can reasonably expect to be kept from government eyes. This is most obvious in the amount of information voluntarily disclosed through social-networking Web sites and the use of loyalty cards, as well as the increased toleration of closed-circuit television (CCTV) in public spaces. It is also implicit in the use of e-mail, credit cards, and other everyday transactions where signifi cant amounts of personal information are passed on to corporations, the government, or both. The trend is likely to grow as personal data are increasingly stored online or 'in the cloud', facilitating access to information by users from a variety of devices, but also placing that information in the hands of an ever-widening circle of actors.
6
The main casualty of this transformed environment will be privacy. Though privacy is invoked with respect to many aspects of life, the term is used here primarily in the sense of information. Assertions of a right to privacy can be understood as the claim of an individual to determine for him-or herself when, how, and to what extent information about him or her is communicated to others. 7 Though the desire to keep certain information about oneself private has ancient origins, the modern 'right' is commonly traced to late nineteenth century developments in the United States, where it was the legal response to changed threats, technology, and culture: the rise of sensationalistic journalism, the invention of the handheld camera, and changing views on the proper role of mass media.
8
Similar factors were at work through the twentieth century as different balances were struck between the desire of the state to understand and pre-empt threats and the desire of individuals 'to be let alone'.
9 The latter half of the century saw an explosion in literature dealing with the question, with prescient warnings about computerization increasing the amount of information available to governments and other actors, as well as the ease of accessing it.
10 Revelations of abuse or constitutional upheavals periodically slowed it down, but the inexorable trend has been towards greater collection and aggregation of data. That trend only accelerated with the rise of the Internet.
In recent years, the battleground of privacy has been dominated by fi ghts over warrantless electronic surveillance in the United States and CCTV in Britain; the coming years will see further debates over DNA databases, data mining, and biometric identifi cation. There will be protests and lawsuits, editorials and elections resisting these attacks on privacy.
Those battles are worthy. But the war will be lost. Efforts to prevent governments from collecting such information are doomed to failure because modern threats increasingly require that governments collect it, governments are increasingly able to collect it, and citizens increasingly accept that they will collect it. There are, of course, limits to what citizens will tolerate. In 2002, for example, the Pentagon developed plans to fund research projects aimed at using information technology to identify and counter threats from terrorist actors. The plans were largely to draw on information already in the hands of government, but some bad choices doomed the project: labelling the goal as 'Total Information Awareness', adopting a logo with the all-seeing Eye of Providence from the pyramid on the Great Seal of the United States, and putting in charge an offi cial who had been indicted for his role in the 1980s Iran-Contra affair.
11
Nevertheless, the clear progression is towards ever greater government collection of information on the citizenry, and broad-though hardly universal-acceptance of that reality. The argument here is not that this is good or bad: it is, in many ways, an inevitable consequence of a modern and globalized life. Rather, the point of this book is to shift the focus away from questions of whether and how governments should collect information and onto more problematic and relevant questions concerning its use.
UNDERSTANDING INTELLIGENCE
In the shelf-straining literature on intelligence, three broad questions have dominated for over half a century. The fi rst, given the secretive nature of much of the subject, is simply 'what happened?' Such books tend to cluster around the self-serving memoirs of former spies on the one hand, and the breathless accounts of outsiders on the other.
12 The second question concerns how to make sure that intelligence services have suffi cient powers to do their job effectively, without acquiring so much power that they undermine or corrupt democratic government. These volumes lean 13 towards either paternalistic expositions of the national security threats that civil libertarians cannot or will not understand, or the recitation of scandals and abuses of power that national security enthusiasts conveniently overlook.
13 Thirdly, there is a growing body of what one might call 'reform literature' that identifi es systemic problems of analysis and coordination between agencies in the hope of improving the output of intelligence services without necessarily increasing the input. Here the dominant themes tend to be the need to liberate agents and analysts from bureaucracy and encourage individual excellence, or else to strengthen that bureaucracy in order to ensure that coordinated and coherent advice reaches policymakers.
14
The result has been more heat than light, with surprisingly little serious academic treatment of the subject of intelligence.
15 What is missing in this literature is a clear-eyed account of how one can and should balance oversight and operational freedom-legitimacy and effectivenessin the activities of intelligence services. This book addresses that tension directly and seeks to map out a new way of understanding intelligence in its modern context. Similar efforts have been undertaken with respect to particular questions-the US approach to torture, for example, or preventive detention-but the present work aims to cover a wider range of subjects (including electronic surveillance and information sharing between governments) across a spectrum of cases (notably comparing 16 the United States, Britain, and intelligence sharing within the United Nations). 'Intelligence' is understood here in two senses. In the abstract, it will be used to refer to information obtained covertly-that is, without the consent of the person or entity that controls the information. This is sometimes referred to as 'secret intelligence'. Within this heading, two subcategories of intelligence that have remained essentially unchanged since the Second World War are intelligence obtained wittingly or unwittingly from individuals, known as human intelligence or HUMINT, and signals intelligence or SIGINT, which comprises communications intercepts and other electronic intelligence. A newer subcategory is photographic or imagery intelligence (IMINT), now dominated by satellite reconnaissance. Many more -INTs appear in the literature, but these three will be the focus here.
16
The abstract defi nition of intelligence is complemented by a broader understanding of the term as the analytical product of intelligence services, best understood as a risk assessment intended to guide action. These two defi nitions highlight an important distinction that must be made between the collection and the analysis of intelligence. Though collection may be covert, analysis should generally draw upon a far wider range of sources, most of which-frequently the vast majority-will be publicly available or 'open'. These discrete functions are refl ected in the structure of most Western intelligence services: more by accident than design, the principle has evolved that those who collect and process raw intelligence should not also have fi nal responsibility for evaluating it. The top-level product of such analysis is known in Britain as an assessment; in the United States the term estimate is used. This is distinct from how such analysis should inform policy-a far broader topic.
17
These two uses of intelligence correspond roughly to a distinction sometimes made between 'secrets' and 'mysteries'. A secret is a knowable fact that can be stolen by a spy or intercepted by a technical sensor, such as the number of nuclear weapons possessed by a given country. A mystery is a puzzle to which no one can be sure of the answer, such as the likely response of a political leader to future events: no one can steal that answer; the leader may not know him-or herself.
18
Intelligence services may have other functions such as covert action and counter-intelligence, but the focus here is on the acquisition of secrets and the resolution of mysteries. A key fi nding is that the increasing transparency of many aspects of modern life is reducing the number of secrets it is possible to keep from anyone.
OUTLINE OF THE BOOK
The book is organized into three parts. Part I addresses the modern political and legal context within which intelligence services operate, with the fi rst Chapter reviewing the changing role of intelligence during and after the Cold War. Understanding the intentions and capacities of other actors has always been an important part of statecraft. Recent technological advances have increased the risks of ignorance, with ever more powerful weapons falling into ever more unpredictable hands. At the same time, other advances have lowered the price of knowledge: vastly more information is freely available and can be accessed by far more people than at any point in history. 'Secret intelligence', in the sense of information being obtained covertly, is thus both more and less important than it was during the Cold War.
The following two chapters address basic questions that run through the volume. Should intelligence activities by the state be constrained when those activities are intended to protect the life of the nation? And, regardless of how one answers that question, can intelligence activities be constrained in a meaningful way when those activities will necessarily be undertaken secretly?
Chapter two examines the unresolved debates over how democracies should respond to crises such as the 'ticking time-bomb' scenario, in which a terrorist knows the location of a bomb but will not talk. This is an extreme example of an emergency that may cause a state to bend or break its own laws. As Bruce Ackerman has wryly noted, only one major thinker of the twentieth century treated emergencies as a central theme of his work: 'and he, alas, turned out to be a Nazi'. 19 Debates over the limits of legality precede the writings of Carl Schmitt, however, and the Third Reich now offers a salutary warning of the dangers of excessive state power. Indeed, one of the most interesting aspects of twentieth century intelligence is that even as the powers of agencies tended to expand, so did the view that they should be grounded in law. This turn to law was severely challenged following the September 11 attacks on the United States.
Even if one concludes that intelligence services should be subject to the rule of law, it is generally accepted that some degree of secrecy is appropriate for their activities. The sociologist Edward Shils, writing soon after the McCarthy hearings had shaken the United States, argued that liberal democracy rested on protecting privacy for individuals and rejecting it for government. 20 The following half-century has seen the opposite happen: in addition to the erosion of privacy for individuals, governments have become ever more secretive. This is true with respect to the classifi cation of information that governments now deem 'secret', but also with respect to efforts at oversight by other branches of government. Norman Mineta, who served on the House Intelligence Committee under Ronald Reagan, famously commented that legislative overseers were like mushrooms: the intelligence community kept them in the dark and fed them a lot of manure. 21 Chapter three discusses the limits of appropriate secrecy and the challenges it poses for effective accountability.
Part II turns to three cases that illustrate evolution in the practice of intelligence. The intention is not to provide an exhaustive account of intelligence practices in each jurisdiction, but rather to use them to examine how threats, technology, and culture have shaped that practice. Chapter four describes the United States and the upheavals caused by the response to September 11. Demands for effective responses by government to the threat of terrorism exerted understandable pressure towards a freer hand Introduction for intelligence services, with legal and political consequences that are still being revealed. One of the most troubling aspects of the contemporary US intelligence community is the extent to which these archetypically 'public' functions are now being carried out by private actors.
Chapter fi ve examines the political and legal status of Britain's intelligence services, which were only formally established by law beginning in 1989. Until that time, the legal fi ction was that intelligence offi cers were merely 'ordinary citizens'. The passage of legislation was largely a response to challenges that stemmed from Britain's accession to the European Convention on Human Rights. Britain therefore provides a useful case study of the turn to law, but also of the danger of formalizing the activities of intelligence services if mandates are not drawn carefully, and of the limited effect legislation may have on entrenched practices. The risks are particularly evident in the belated efforts to apply privacy rights to video surveillance after some four million CCTV cameras (about one for every 14 citizens) had been installed across the country.
Chapter six turns to the manner in which the response to transnational threats has led to a reassessment of how intelligence can be shared through international organizations. During the Cold War, intelligence was a 'dirty word' within the United Nations, but international cooperation on counterterrorism and other issues now depends on reliable and timely intelligence that is normally collected by states. The topic rose in prominence following the presentation of intelligence by the United States when attempting to justify the 2003 Iraq war, but is also relevant to targeted fi nancial sanctions and international criminal prosecutions. The use of intelligence at the multilateral level is essential to address threats that do not respect borders, but reluctance to share sensitive information creates practical barriers that discourage sharing and poses legal problems when sharing does take place.
The three cases are interesting in themselves but also suggest broad themes for effective and legitimate intelligence: the essentially public nature of the power being exercised, the need to ground that power in the rule of law, and the importance of addressing not merely the collection of intelligence but its use by the state and all those with whom the intelligence is shared. The third and fi nal part of the book draws on these themes to map out appropriate structures of accountability, the functions that can and should be subjected to those structures, and a framework to understand the changed role of intelligence and respond to the challenges that it poses.
Chapter seven examines the most appropriate structures for ensuring the accountability of intelligence services. An important distinction must be made between control, oversight, and review, and the different roles that may be played by the executive, the legislature, and the judiciary, as well as civil society actors such as the media. Few accountability structures are established in a vacuum: indeed, a key determinant of the structures adopted in a given jurisdiction is the context in which reforms are undertaken. Change most commonly takes place after a scandal, with predictable consequences if that scandal was failure to prevent a terrorist attack, or overzealous efforts to prevent one.
Chapter eight considers whether the focus of accountability should be on the collection of intelligence or its use. Here it is important to distinguish the functions of law enforcement agencies from those of intelligence services, and to consider how the relationship between such governmental agencies should be managed. When secret intelligence would be useful in a criminal proceeding, what safeguards, if any, should be put in place to protect the rights of the accused? What safeguards should protect the sources and methods of the intelligence service? Increasingly, where such information is collected, it is unrealistic to assume that law enforcement agencies will not have access to it, regardless of any safeguards. Again, the better question appears to focus on the use of that information, with new safeguards required in a post-privacy world.
The fi nal Chapter returns to the theme of whether and how intelligence activities can be regulated effectively, linking this to larger questions of the diminishing sphere of truly private activity and the growing coercive powers of the state. Historically, that relationship was thought of as a public/private dichotomy, marking a distinction between the political and the personal: under liberal theory the former was subject to legal regulation; the latter was not. The transformations of threats, technology, and culture described in this book show that the relationship between public and private no longer makes sense as a dichotomy and is instead best thought of as a dynamic. With the emergence of the modern state, philosophers such as Hobbes, Locke, Kant, and Rousseau posited a social contract that explained how the legitimacy of political authority derived from the consent of the governed: in essence, people give a centralized political
